NO-COAT® PRO uses NO-COAT® PRO CORNER to produce ready-to-install corners with joint compound applied, cut to any length. It is the first and only automated system for custom cutting corners of any length or angle. Its lightweight portability makes it easy to move on the jobsite. Used in conjunction with NO-COAT PRO CORNERS, it is simply the fastest and most efficient cornering system available.

NO-COAT® PRO CORNER is designed to work exclusively with the NO-COAT PRO. This flexible roll product is ideal for production work, long columns and soffits. When used with the NO-COAT PRO machine, production time is dramatically shortened and jobsite waste is greatly reduced.

Applications
- Outside and inside 90°, off-angles and long spans

Features/Benefits
- Extra stiff profile provides easy application for long spans
- Durable - won’t crack or dent
- Produces seamless soffits
- Wide flange covers large gaps and poor framing
- Built-in flexible hinge adjusts to fit any inside or outside corner angle
- SLAM® corner design ensures strength, durability, labor savings and eliminates costly callbacks

Product Details
- 3.75” wide x 250’ roll (9.5 cm x 76.2 m)

Installation tips:
- Use a roller for best results.

Revolutionizing the Drywall Industry One Corner at a Time.

Lightweight
Productivity
Powered by convenient 110 volts
Easy-to-use, trilingual keypad simplifies operation and stores custom measurements
5 gallon (19 L) hopper is easy to fill, clean and cap for overnight mud storage
Comes with handy remote control.
CertainTeed’s line of structural laminate corners — combined with water-activated corners and automation technologies — save money on call backs and are more aesthetically appealing over the long-term. The durability and installation efficiency of these products make them ideal for both residential and commercial building applications.

learn more at: CertainTeedCorners.com